Electronic and transport properties and physical field coupling effects for net-Y nanoribbons.
Recently, a new type of quasi-1D graphene-like nanoribbons, periodically embedded with four- and eight- membered rings, has been successfully fabricated, and based on this structure, a novel planar 2D carbon allotrope, the so-called the net-Y, has been proposed. Here, we study various nanoribbons derived from such a 2D monolayer focusing on the structure stability, electronic, and transport properties, especially on the physical field coupling effects of electronic behaviors. Very high stability is predicted for various types of nanoribbons by the calculated binding energy and molecular dynamics simulation. Different edge shapes and widths have a significant influence on their electronic properties. Armchair nanoribbons are always semiconductors, and possess a high carrier mobility. After hydrogen termination, some metallic nanoribbons can become semiconductors or quasi-metals with massless Dirac-fermion behavior. In particular, the electronic properties of ribbons can be effectively modulated by applying strain and electric field. The band gap size and the transition from indirect to direct band gap can be realized upon strain or electric field. These flexibly tunable electronic properties for nanoribbons expand their applications in nanoelectronics and optoelectronics.